Dear Colleagues,

After six decades since the beginning of work on this project, the Autobiography of a Genius by
Jacob L. Moreno is finally available in its entirety!
J.L. Moreno begin work on the in the 1950s and countless people contributed to manifest this
three book volume - including Zerka Moreno, Jonathan Moreno, Edward Schreiber, Sarah E
Kelley, Scott Giacomucci, Zoli Figusch, Adam Marshall Barcroft, Sergio Guimarães, Harvard
Medical School Countway Library, North West Psychodrama Association, and many others!
J.L. Moreno writes:
“Being a genius does not consist only of having ideas.
This is essential, but is a far later phase of genius. Being
a genius starts with a feeling of being in contact with
the whole universe, a feeling of totality, being fed by it
free of charge and feeding it gratefully in return.”
In this book, the presentation of his life, vision, and
life’s work, Moreno gives countless portals for the
opening of contact with the whole universe, to a feeling
of totality. This totality is what motivated him, and has
also motivated the editor for much of his life. The direct
felt experience of this totality is at the center of
religious, existential, and spiritual traditions, and in this
book we have an uncloaked method for the same
enlightenment process. The totality and wholeness of
life can be found in the enactment of Moreno's method.
What can be greater than to really live this and to give
it to others? - Ed Schreiber
This 466 page volume contains three books:
• Preludes to my Autobiography
• Autobiography of a Genius
• King of the Hippies (Cosmic Man)
“In assembling this material, much of it available for the first time, the editors have done a
remarkable service for those who want further insight into JL’s fertile and radically creative
mind.” – Jonathan D. Moreno
The book is available in print version on the following link: http://www.lulu.com/shop/jacoblevy-moreno/autobiography-of-a-genius/paperback/product-23987753.html
There is also an eBook available here: http://www.lulu.com/shop/jacob-levymoreno/autobiography-of-a-genius/ebook/product-23987796.html
The editors: Ed Schreiber, Sarah Kelly and Scott Giacomucci

